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Introduction 
Creativity is often a misunderstood term. To be creative is not to have a blinding flash of 
inspiration that has come from nowhere. Many say that a "creative child" is someone who 
is able to "make something out of nothing". According to research by Koberg, creativity is 
more likely to be the result of thinking broadly about an issue and giving time to ponder 
over the problem than just to sit down and find the answer within a minute or even a day. 

In recent years, the Ministry of Education in Singapore has been placing a great deal of 
emphasis on teaching thinking skills in schools. "Thinking School and Learning· Nation 
(TSLN)" was launched in 1997, with the aim of fostering higher order thinking skills 
(critical thinking, creative thinking and problem solving) among Singapore students. 
Teachers have been encouraged to teach creatively and to find ways to develop students' 
thinking skills, including creative thinking, through content instructions in various 
subjects. The Thinking Programme, aiming to help our students become critical, creative, 
and self-regulated thinking learners, has since been incorporated as part of the secondary 
school curricula. Courses in the teaching of thinking have been conducted by the Ministry 
of Education (MOE), the Singapore Centre for Teaching Thinking (SCTT), and the 
National Institute of Education (NIE) (Tan, 2000) for teachers at both secondary and 
primary levels. Fostering creativity among students through science teaching has become 
a challenge for science educators. 

Being able to identify or recognize a problem that can be solved and then find a way to 
solve it actually is a form of discovery. Problem solving is therefore a unique way of 
thinking. Moravcsik ( 1981) has suggested creative thinking in pupils be promoted by 
using open-ended experimental-based problems. In Design & Technology, students have 
the perfect opportunity to do this. 

Despite the need to foster creative talent in science and technology, creativity is only 
sparsely discussed in the science education literature (Garret, 1989, 1987; Moravcsik, 
1981; Washington, 1971). Creativity and the so called 'creative subjects' are separate areas 
of the curriculum commonly isolated from science, and usually not thought of as a proper 
domain in the science curricula (Garret, 1987). 
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There is a general perception that Asian students are not so creative. Lately, there have 
been a number of science and technology competitions in Singapore to encourage 
students to participate in order to display their creative talents. These include the Physics 
Toy Invention Challenge in Raffles Junior College, the Tan Kah Kee Award, Singapore 
Young Inventors Award, the Robotic and Solar Car Competitions by the Young Engineers 
Club in Singapore Polytechnic and others. In most of these competitions, a significant 
amount of marks is awarded for creativity. 

It is unfortunate that many competitions in Singapore draw attention to the final product 
rather than the process of coming up with the product. Judging is usually done on a 
specific day by awarding marks on the performance of the product and the design of the 
product. By doing this, judges do not actually get to see the learning process and struggles 
that a student goes through. What the judges see is a final product that exhibits some form 
of scientific concept that would fulfil the judging rubrics. This would indeed have a 
negative impact on students who actually do not meet the high expectations of the judging 
criteria but have learnt a lot more than others while coming up with their product. 

Rationale for Study 
After studying the various problem-solving models, we find that Design & Technology can 
be a powerful vehicle to allow secondary school students to display their creative talents 
through solving a problem. 

Students embark on a learning journey and go through the design process after which they 
come up with a product of their interest. During this journey, they will record their 
thoughts and ideas for solutions in the form of portfolios. In doing so, they will improve 
their graphic communication skills and also have scope to synthesize ideas for the optimal 
solution. Also while going through the process, students get to conduct research. Included 
in their portfolios are Gantt Charts that students create to plan out how much time they will 
need to spend in prototyping their solutions. The '0' level rubrics in Design & Technology 
award marks for process-based learning. It allows for creative thinking by allowing 
students to design a problem of their choice based on a theme and construct artifacts to 
their liking and the liking of users of such products. Also while going through the planning 
stages of their projects, students are required to apply scientific knowledge in the areas of 
mechanical, structural, electronics and material sciences. Students usually apply the 
theoretical knowledge they acquire in Physics and apply it into their artifacts. While going 
through the planning stages, students come up with hypothesis, experiments and models to 
ensure that their artifacts will function properly. In short, Design & Technology provides 
an excellent platform to foster innovative and inventive mindsets. 

The two major areas of research in this project are: 
• To study if creative mindsets can be measured through a student's portfolio and 

product he I she produces 
• To investigate if the creative talents of students taking up Design & Technology 

can have an impact on the learning of Science 
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The Design Process in Design & Technology focuses on the approach to solve a problem 
through several stages. Although these stages are essential in the problem-solving process, 
it is non-linear. 

Methodology- Pencil Holder Project 
We tried measuring creativity and design with a group of 25 Secondary 3 students in 
Greenview Secondary School within the Design & Technology ·curriculum through a 
simple pencil holder project. These students are of 15-16 years of age and comprised 9 
females and 16 males. We decided to use a similar problem to the one given to NIE trainee 
teachers for the PGDE (Sec) D&T programme. However, certain modifications have been 
made to suit the interests of secondary school students. In particular, this project aims to 
measure the creative talents of secondary school students through a unique set of rubrics 
based on MOE guidelines. A considerable amount of marks is awarded to the process of 
coming up with a mini portfolio of about 7-10 pages. 

PROBLEM 

DESIGN BRIEF 

Identify the problem - considerations and constrains. 

Brief and specifications to what the solution might be. 

Conduct research on target users of 
product/ergonomics and anthropometries. Investigate 
technology behind product. 

Synthesis of ideas. Develop selected idea. Final 
solution. 

Working drawing of product. Materials and cutting 
list. 

Time frame. Sequence of operations. 

Fabrication of product 

Tests. Evaluate. Optimise. 
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The pencil holder project seeks to ensure that students recognize the need for a housing 
joint and also allows them to develop their graphic skills as they go through the design 
process of sketching their thoughts and planned actions in a mini-portfolio. They are to 
realize their final solution through an artifact, which should be completed in about 4 hours. 
There are a number of physics principles that they need to recognize in the course of 
fabricating their prototype, for example, dynamic stability, centre of gravity, and so on. 
Students should go through the design process as shown above. 

Problem Based Learning 
In order to spark off interest in the project, we developed a problem situation and students 
go through the problem based-learning (PBL) approach to come up with the solution. 

Through PBL, students build substantial knowledge bases when they form hypotheses, 
refine and enlarge what they know, collaborate with classmates, articulate their thinking 
during discussions, and engage in self-directed study. Through this process, students are 
also made more aware of their cognitive skills. 

We want to show that: 

• The simple problem crafted for this pencil holder project will be the starting point 
of learning about design process and structural technology. 

• The problem is usually a real world problem - students can relate to how qesigners 
and engineers have to work hand-in-hand in the real world when dealing with time 
and material constraints. 

• Self-directed learning is primary. Thus, students assume major responsibility for 
acquisition of information and knowledge. We want them to learn the relevant 
content knowledge in order to come up with optimal solutions in planning. 

• Learning is collaborative, communicative and co-operative. Students can work 
together in small groups in the first instance and then proceed to display their 
craftsmanship skills through fabrication of the pencil-holder. 

• Development of inquiry and problem-solving skills are as important as content 
knowledge acquisition for the solution of the problem. The teacher facilitates and 
coaches through questioning and cognitive coaching. Students should be aware that 
the design process is a powerful tool that will help them in their problem-solving 
journey. 

Requirements of the Pencil Holder Project 
An overview of the requirements for the pencil holder project was shown to the students. 
They are to complete their designs in mini portfolios during the one week March holidays. 
Instructions given to them were as follows: 
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Greenview Secondary School 
Design & Technology (6049) 

Secondary 3 E~press 2004 

March Holidays - Assignment 

Assignment- Pencil Holder Project 

a. You are to complete this mini-project and embark onto making the product very 
early in Term 2. 

b. You are to copy the following and submit your mini-project in the form of plain A4 
papers stapled or filed together. 

c. The total number of pages should not be less than 7 pages and no more than 10 
pages. 

d. Your Pencil Holder Mini-Folio Assignment should include the following: 
• Design Situation 
• Design Brief 
• Design Specifications- place them in correct order of importance (show me 

your understanding of considerations and constrains) 
• Investigation of: - Strength of Through Housing Joints, -Suitability of Pine 

Wood, -Lengths of Various Pencils (Wooden and Mechanical) 
• Exploration of Ideas of Pencil Holders (5 Ideas) 7 Indicate clearly your 

Chosen Idea (Explain Briefly Why You Choose This Idea) 
• Working Drawing in First Angle Orthographic Projection of your chosen 

idea 
• Production Planning - sequential steps you would take to make the pencil 

holder 

It is clear to students that they need to sketch their thoughts and action plans within the 
constraints of 7 - 10 pieces of plain A4 paper. The students at this point may not even 
know what a pencil holder may look like. However, that is not the main concern of 
discussion in this project. We would like to have them explore existing pencil holders that 
are available in the market. This would mean students might have to go out of the 
classroom and engage in some form of research by either looking up the Internet on 
pictures of pencil holders or visiting Ikea, MPH, bookstores or stationary shops to get 
some ideas of pencil holder designs. It is important that the students embark on the design 
process and learn as much as they can before finalizing their designs. 

A few questions we ask ourselves while crafting the project are: 
• What do we want the pupils to achieve? 
• What folio evidence will illustrate their achievement? 
• Have we taught the necessary graphic techniques in order that they can 

communicate their thoughts and action plans? 
• Have we taught them how to carry out these design activities? 
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As mentioned, we tried to get the Problem/Design Situation as closely as possible to what 
engineers and designers would do in the real world. The following MTP was crafted in the 
hope that students can motivate themselves into thinking on their design. 

Meet The Problem (Design Situation) 

1) Design Situation- The situation will give you a general backgro.und to the problem 

You are a Designer for a local design 
company- DESIGN UNLIMITED. You 
have been asked by your boss to design a 
pencil holder, incorporating Through 
Housing Joints, to be made of pine 
wood for your clients. Most of your 
clients are school teachers. However the 
pencil holders you design are not for 
teachers but for students on Youth Day. 

Your pencil holder will be a prototype 
model and mass manufactured for 1500 
teenage students of about 13-16 years of 
age in a particular secondary school. 

Engineers in your company have told 
you that they can only supply one piece 
of Pine Wood of dimensions 
(300x70x20) mm for your prototype 
model. 

The engineering division of your company is working on a tight schedule and the 
engineers can only afford 3-4 hours to work on your prototype design. 

You are given exactly one week to come up with a working drawing (in accordance to the 
1st Angle Standards) of your proposed Pencil Holder. 

Good Luck! 

Students know, at this point, that they only have one pinewood piece to work with and that 
they have a time constraint of 3-4 hours. Furthermore they are to plan their time so that 
they can spend part of their one-week vacation doing the assignment. 
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Most of the students do not have much idea though why we chose a housing joint to be 
constructed in such a project. At this point, they have no experience in cutting a housing 
joint. They do know however, from Secondary 2 theory, that a housing joint is useful in the 
construction of a carcase. 

Housing Joints Used For Shelves In Carcasses- Knowledge Acquired in Secondary 2 

This deliberate shift from their prior knowledge of housing joints used only in carcases and 
shifting that mindset to look into other possibilities these joints may prove to be useful in 
instilling creative abilities and attitudes in them. The first step taken towards instilling 
creative abilities and attitudes would be to allow them to consider possibilities and 
alternatives (changing and reapplying) on existing ideas. 

Guiding Students Through The Design Process 
We decided to guide the students through the design process by specifying certain areas 
that we can assess them on. These key areas that should be described in their design 
portfolios are: 

• Analysis of Theme 

• Exploration of Ideas 

• Detailed Development 

• Production Planning 

• Proficiency in Graphic Communications 

The following was given to the students to show the key areas within the design process 
that the students needed to produce in their design portfolios for the pencil holder project: 
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2) Design Brief- The design brief is a summary statement that clearly states the aim of the 
design project and in a few words states the kind of thing that is needed. For examnle. 
"Design a toy" is not very useful to a designer. "Design a toy for a 
designer a clearer focus without applying restrictions. 

Write a Design Brief for your Pencil Holder 

3) Design Specifications - Once you have a clear understanding of the problem, 
you can work out the specifications for your Pencil Holder. A specification is a list 
of things that the final design must do. A good specification will list all the 
important features in order of importance. 

I 

Example: "The toy should be painted" does not give the designer enough 
information. "The toy should be painted a primary colour" is a clear statement 
without restricting the designer. 

Specifications also provide a checklist against which you can review your ideas as 
you are working. They also give you something against which to evaluate your 
ideas and your finished product. 

Write your Design Specifications for your Pencil Holder 

• Make a list of all the features you need to include in your design. _,r 
• Place them in the correct order of importance 4SJl-
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4) Investigation 
a. Do a bit of reading in your book an look into the advantages of using a through 

housing joint- look into the strengths, suitability, etc 
b. Jot down why you think your boss has asked you to make the souvenir out of Pine 

wood instead of other wood (meranti, ram in, etc) -jot down your research. 
c. Who will the pencil holders made for?- Do some form of research on comfort 

levels (Study of Ergonomics and Anthropometries) - so that the Pencil Holder 
would be easy to use. 

d. Feel free to do any form of other research to impress your boss that your design 
will be suitable for the users. 

5) Exhploration ~fldeas 
1 
~, 

a. T e Internet Is a powerfu tool to get ideas for: -
b. Do group work. It's always so much easier to sketch just 1-2 ideas and share them 

with your friends. In return, get their ideas into your folio as well. After all you 
only need 5. Sketch more if you feel it's going to help. 

c. Always bear in mind of your constrains while working on your ideas. 

6) Working Drawing - the name says it all ~ remember its 1st Angle Orthographic 
Projection. 

· 7) Production Planning: 
Simply draw a time frame for your engineers so that they can at least try to follow it 
closely and not lose track of time. 

b. Eg: Week 1a (30mins)- Mark out the wood, Week 1b(30 mins)- Cut out Piece A 
and Piece B. Week 2a & 2b (60mins)- Cut out Though Housing Joints. Week 3a (30 
mins) -Drills holes in Pieces A & B. Week 3b (30 mins)- Glue and Assemble tae 
pieces. Week 4a (60mins) - Sand the Pencil Holder- make it smooth and apply 
finishing. 

Assessing Different Components In The Design Process 
We want the students to take their design folios very seriously. They could capture their 
thoughts, reflections and learning in terms of notes and drawings in the folio. The folio 
should show a meaningful record of their plans, progress and achievements. Design folios 
should reflect a variety of approaches and design problems should be tackled and recorded 
in different ways. Folios will often illustrate the student's strengths and individual 
interests in terms of graphics, annotation, and technical and aesthetic expertise. A good 
folio will have depth and will not be superficial. Also a good folio will support and reflect 
the production of a good quality final product. Frequently a well-made, nicely finished 
product is supported by a meaningful and realistic folio 
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Rubrics for Assessment 
The following is a set of rubrics we designed from the MOE guidelines. 
Part A- Mini Design Folio Components (60 Marks) 

Anal!Sis of Theme (10 Marks) Marks 

a) Design Situation /2 

b) Design Brief /2 

c) Design Specifications /6 

Exi!loration ofi!Jeas (10 Marks) 

d) 5 imaginative ideas with annotations & indication of chosen idea I 10 

Detailed Develol!ment (25 Marks) 

e) Investigation of Through Housing Joints 15 

f) Ergonomics and Anthropometries Investigations 15 

g) Working Drawing- First Angle Orthographic Projection /5 

h) Exploded Diagram of Pencil Holder /5 

i) Cutting List 15 

Production Planninr; (10 Marks) 

j) Time Frame /2 

k) Sequence of Operations /8 

Gral!hic Communications (5 Marks) 

1) Clear graphic presentation and details 15 

Total Marks For Design Folio = /60 

Part B- The Artifact (40 Marks) 

Creativeness & Inventivengs OfProl!o~ed Solutiog (15 Marks) Marks 

a) Check Against Specifications 15 

b) Aesthetics & Technical features quality 15 

c) Sound In Most Aspects & has good features 15 

WoriY.n!nshil! (IS Marks) 

d) Precision and accuracy - mastery of most aspects, refinement to detail 15 

e) Ability to demonstrate skills in cutting through housing joints 15 

f) Ability to apply finishing (lacquer) that will protect and enhance the 15 

artifact 

E!aluation (10 Marks) 

g) Test against specifications 15 

h) Modifications/ Learning points communicated throughout process. 15 

Suggestions for further improvements. 

Total Marks For Artifact = /40 
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Evaluation (Process & Product) 
We set an oral presentation for students to comment on their pencil holders. It is important 
here that we listen to what they have to say about their products. We would want them to 
test the pencil· holders against specifications' and ask them to recommend further 
improvements. We want them to cite what went wrong during planning/ fabrication 
process. Some questions that are of interest include: 

• What are their learning points in this project? 
• Were they being too ambitious? 
• Did they think that 3-4 hours was actually a lot of time? 
• Did the planning help them? 
• Should we ask them to re-do the project: 

a. What parts of the design process will they improve on? 
b. Will they still chose the same design? 
c. Will they be more involved in producing a good design folio? 
d. Why? 

Administration of Project 
The project started of at the end of Term 1 just before the March holidays. Students were 
given the March Holidays Assignment, which comprised of 3 pages. These students had 
one week to manage their time in coming up with the design plan for production. During 
the time when we mentioned to the students about the project, we showed an exa~ple of 
what some stages of planning may look like. A sample of ideation was shown as follows: 

Ideation for 5 different pencil holders shown to the students 
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Students were made to note that it would be better for them to sketch a few ideas and put 
them into a single page rather than many pages. This would trigger them to synthesize the 
ideas to come up with the optimal design. Furthermore, students were instructed to 
annotate their ideas to reflect their thoughts on the design. 

They were also advised to come up with working drawings to show how they want to go 
about marking out the wood form the given piece measuring 300x70x20 mm. An example 
is shown to them: 

._,.;-

I 

(:)\(··I 

"'"! 

--~~-:-+----·-· .___,. 
~--li 

Working drawing (r' Angle Orthographic Projection) shown to students 

A sample of the final product was also shown to them. We did not want to structure their 
minds as to what a pencil holder should look like. As such, we only showed them just one 
sample and the rest is up to their 'creativity'. We asked students to comment on the designs 
of our pencil holder. There are many design setbacks that appear in our pencil holder. 
Many of the students were very honest and gave strong feedbacks that our pencil holder 
could only hold long pencil, and after testing, could only effectively hold up 4 pencils 
effectively without allowing them to roll off. This is an important part to kick off their 
interest in the project. We allowed them to comment and discuss areas of improvements of 
existing pencil holders. 
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Teacher's pencil holder shown to students (before testing) 

Teacher's pencil holder shown to students (after testing) 
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Their folios were checked once school re-opened on the first week of Term 2. Students 
proceeded with the fabrication of their mini pencil holder on the beginning of the 
following week. 

Technical Skills Learnt From This Project 
During the first week of Term 2, they were taught skills in marking out the face side and 
face edges of a piece of pinewood. We proceeded to teach them the different types of wood 
available and lessons on wood processing. 

Students embarked on the pencil holder project in week 2 using the knowledge acquired 
from week 1. We started off by allowing them to have hands-on experience in marking out 
their pieces of pine wood. They were initially taught to check for squareness of the wood 
pieces using the steel rule and try-square. This was followed by teaching them marking out 
techniques on the face sides and face edges using the marking knife. Students were then 
taught how to use the smoothing plane to cut their wood to size. We then moved on to 
teach them the use of a marking gauge to set different depth levels for their housing joint. 
We also taught them to use tenon saws to cut a housing joint and pare a housing joint using 
a wooden mallet and firmer chisel. Finally they were taught skills in using the PV A glue to 
stick two pieces together. We proceeded to revise their knowledge on drilling holes on 
wood and using the rasp to shape wood as we went along. Throughout the lessons, there 
was a constant emphasis on safety in the workshop. 

Students being taught how to mark out the face side and face edge on their pine wood 
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Several skills students acquire during the process of making their pencil holder: 

Checking for square ness on the face edges Marking a cutting line across the wood grain 

Marking a parallel line to an edge of a wooden workpiece 

Measuring the dimension with a steel rule 
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Planing techniques using a smoothing plane 

Using a tenon saw to cut a housing 

Using a bradawl to mark out 
locations of holes to be drilled 

Using a .firmer chisel to pare a housingjoint 

~· 

Incomplete housing joint produced 

Drilling holes into the pine wood 
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Using Rasp to shape the wood Using PVA glue 

Sanding the wood with sanding paper Applying lacquer as finishing 

Results 
We had a variety of creative abilities were displayed by the 25 students doing this project. 
During the process of coming up with the folio, we noticed that students had very few 
questions. However they started asking more questions about the project once they have to 
hand in their working drawings before embarking on the fabrication process. This shows 
us that, given time, students need a lot of motivation in the problem solving process. They 
are most motivated when they are about to do something to their liking. We would like to 
show samples from the design folios as well as artifacts, produced by the students, before 
and after testing with several pens and pencils. We feel it would be easier to categorize the 
projects into sections that achieved distinctions, satisfactory and poor performance (where 
there is room for improvement). 
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Creative Problem Solving Achievements (Excellent- Al/A2) 

We found that there are 5 students who obtained a distinction for both their design folios 
and artifacts in this pencil holder project. A few· samples from the various sections of their 
folios are shown in this section. We start by showing an example of a student who 
performed very well in the creative problem solving process. 

Example of A Student's Work In The Problem Solving Process 

May Lee is a Secondary 3 Express student who has not performed well in her overall 
academic performance in 2003. As a result, she had to repeat the level again in 2004. Her 
positive change in attitude towards her studies, Design & Technology, in particular made 
an impact in her life. By the end of the first semester, May became the top student in 
Design & Technology and one of the highest in standards for every other subject. She 
achieved an overall grade of 89% for this project (93% for her Design Folio and 83o/o for 
her artifact). Strictly speaking, May never actually kept to the design constraints given to 
her. While going through her ideation stages, she found it necessary to ask for a small 
piece of clear acrylic that could be used in her design. She justifies to us why she needed 
such a piece of plastic. After discussion, we felt it would be alright for her to be given the 
acrylic. To be fair to the others, we also told them that should they require additional 
materials, they would have to justify their reasons for such needs. 

Harris (1998) explains to us clearly that creativity is an ability, attitude and process.'This is 
evident in May's work. Her ability was enhanced due to the interesting and unconventional 
teaching and learning approaches both teacher and students adopts. This was clearly 
explained by Lee (2001). Her process of critical and creative thinking becomes evident in 
this problem solving process. 

May's Results 

Design Folio (60°/o) Marks Artifact ( 40 o/o) Marks 

Analysis of Theme 10/10 Creativeness & 

Exploration of Ideas 10/10 Inventiveness of 12.5/15 

Detailed Development 22/25 Proposed Solution 

Production Planning 9/10 Workmanship 11.5/15 

Graphic Communications 4.5/5 Evaluation 8.5/15 

Total for Folio 55.5/60 Total for Artifact 33/40 

Percentage for Folio 93% Percentage for Artifact 83% 

Overall Percentage for Project= 55.5 + 33 = 88.5% 
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Student's Application of Scientific Concepts Into Their Projects 

In this section, we show that students were able to apply scientific knowledge acquired 
from Physics into their artifacts. · 

~--_... Distance from 
pivot 

~-----~ increased 

1 Force (up 
to7 
pencils) 

1--------. 

Centre of gravity shifted but yet 
stable! - Knowledge of b.Jrning 
effect applied from Physics 

Fl! 01 02 ! F2 
4 I ... 

Anti-clockwise if F1 > F2 

The pencil rolder rocks depending on the turning effect 
at each end of the pencil hok:ter 
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ing of stability - to keep the 
pencil holder stable 1 the base area has to have a larger 
surface area than the to x B > L x B 

Samples of Pencil Holder Folios & Artifacts 

lijf (l M!d'AI.-llf tfa\e~t H) ft1~d ftA~4/rtJ f·""'f.i IO lh< 

,,":ftf 1;1/f o..- tJdl. gr 1'4 f\t>Di' v• ~"'o,tt•ttt ffP.ftl fhf. 
]4'C tnJ {>((J lfl,f./ 'df fl~tidlif fhf (pHf i)( ~~...t 
j.'J"l{,l_.j,,Jfl(.f ffuvC,f.) ~Jjtli j' fCtd;Ut\ C( lt>f Jf'\.11' 10 

; fi"'" J *''V'i r ,r, td1t~t 7•H i' ~~~ ; Jttrtt,;Y, f"~'t. .,_,"',~\\~ 

1
.,.t i"'l ~ 1 .ut o-r ft..-llt c( j~t rhe..t•~,y.lt-,f 
,Jc. 1 ~r;..,f ""'"'l>~ ff,>l>'l,, tV'!tid·~~ .f~1 ,..n,..,i r,,M 

h *"" ,~. Y'l't 

IY!<Ifi.•,..-;¥ :)V:i fifo.( 

f!P' .,i· r r 
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Observations During The Problem Solving Process 
While marking the folios, it is evident that students go through divergent and convergent 
thinking. However, we were hoping that students would actually synthesize various ideas 
before coming up with the chosen idea during the process of convergent thinking. This was 
missing on many of the student's part. Even if they did go through synthesis of several 
ideas, this was not reflected it in their folios. They seemed to choose an idea which they 
liked rather than picking out the best features of each of the ideas to come up with the 
chosen idea. 

Another common misconception we notice is that students think that evaluation takes place 
only at the end of the project. Students constantly try to show that they think design is a 
very structured linear process. They fail to link up the components of this process to make 
up a story flow. Renwick (2003) explains that even teachers have difficulty allowing 
students to see the flow in a big picture. A teacher commented: 

"Currently, we find that students have difficulty in linking the different portions of the 
design process in the folio properly" 

Renwick encourages teachers to recognize how thinking, designing, making, graphics, the 
folio and the process are linked in an explicit manner. 

Most teachers who teach Design & Technology now are engineering graduates. We 
recommend these teachers explain that engineering is the process of applying scientific and 
mathematical principles, experience, judgment, and common sense to design products or 
processes that benefit society. 

Misconceptions In Design Folios That Lead To Poor Performance 
Several students developed misconceptions that being able to be creative is to draw 
something nice or 'to even edge out their friends' by trying to be different. This is shown 
on a few folios where students cut papers and stick them into their folios thinking that they 
can score better by impressing the teacher. Shown here are few examples: 

Students' misconception in trying to impress that they are creative 
It is important to note that students have a good grasp of the 'big picture' of the design 
process. Being able to be creative is not about decorating their folios or impressing the 
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teachers. It is to go through the design process and be weary of the steps taken to engineer 
a solution. 

Analysis of Results & Discussions 
Analysis of Results 
This section aims to show how we measure the creative levels of the students through our 
rubrics. We first analyzed the results of the 25 students in terms of grades they obtained for 
their Design Folios, Artifacts and their combined grades. The results for this project are 
shown as follows. 

Analysis of Results- Design Folios (60% of overall grade) 

Marks Range Grades Class Total No. of 
3E2 (16 Students) 3E3 (9 Students) Students 

0-49 D7-F9 6 3 9 
50-54 C6 1 1 2 
55-59 cs 0 0 0 
60-64 84 2 1 3 
65-69 83 3 0 3 
70-74 A2 1 1 2 

>75 AI 3 3 6 

Analysis of Results- Design Folios Breakdown of Grades - Design Folios 

.... 10 
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OlJ 
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CD CD 

5 ,g"O 
E ::::s 
::::1 .. 
z0 0 

• A1 IID7-F9 
24% IID7-F9 •cs 

36% ocs 
8A2 084 

07- C6 C5 84 83 A2 A1 •cs •e3 
F9 8% IIA2 

Grades 12% 0% .A1 

Analysis of Results - Artifacts ( 40% of overall grade) 

Marks Range Grades Class Total No. of 
3E2 (16 Students) 3E3 (9 Students) Students 

0-49 D7-F9 0 0 0 
50-54 C6 0 1 I 
55-59 cs 1 1 2 
60-64 84 1 0 I 
65-69 83 5 4 9 
70-74 A2 2 0 2 

>75 AI 7 3 10 
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Analysis of Results - Artifacts Analysis of Results - Artifacts 
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Analysis of Results- Combined Grades For Pencil Holder Project (1 00%) 

CC5 

4% 

Marks Range Grades Class Total No. of 
3E2 (16 Students) 3E3 (9 Students) 

0-49 D7-F9 2 1 
50-54 C6 2 1 
55-59 C5 3 2 
60-64 B4 0 0 
65-69 B3 3 0 
70-74 A2 3 5 

>75 Al 3 0 

Analysis of Results - Overall Performance 
for Pencil Holder Project 
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Discussion 

• A2 
32%, 

Analysis of Results - Overall 
Performance 
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Percentage breakdown of the grades 

Statistical analysis shows that only 8 students (32%) scored a distinction for their design 
folios. A major concern would be to look into areas of why the 9 students (36%) did not 
obtain a pass grade for their folios. However, most of them passed this project due to their 
performance in the fabrication of their artifacts. We found that 12 students (48%) managed 
to obtain a distinction grade for the fabrication of their artifacts. None of them failed this 
component- remarkable! This reflects that a majority of these students would rather spend 
time doing hands-on activities and producing a good job on their artifacts. On the whole, 
11 students (44%) obtained a distinction for this Pencil Holder Project while 3 students 
(12%) failed the projects due to their performance on the design folios. 

It is likely that students who fail in their design folios do not put in enough effort to come 
up with proper drawings and thus do not satisfy the minimum pass requirements of the 
rubrics of assessment. The main problem here is the lack of motivation of the students in 
doing the project. It is evident from the results that students are motivated to do the pencil 
holders but fall short, due to laziness or whatever other reasons, that they do not wish to 
put in much effort in the design folio, which constitutes 60% of the marks for this project. 
As such, the pencil holders they produce are not their optimal designs. In short, these 
students who failed did not stretch their creative potentials. 

Those who fail usually want to come up with a product as quickly as possible. They 
generate ideas as soon as the challenge is given to them but do not want to reproduce these 
ideas and thoughts on paper. They tend to like the 'hands-on-experience' in doing the 
projects but do not wish to spend much time thinking about various ways to solve the 
challenge. Many of these students may get stuck in the process of fabrication or ideas may 
just pop up while they are fabricating their products- this might prove a little too late to 
incorporate the new ideas into their products. We affirm that students who go through the 
process of problem solving display a more 'creative' product. 
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Further Work- Impact On Learning 
A lot of skills that a student picks up in the workshop will be extremely relevant in the 
GCE 0 Level theory questions. As such, it is important that a student is profound in 
acquiring skills in the workshop. This provides a strong foundation to be able to analyze 
and sketch a solution to a given situation in theory. Much of the experiential learning a 
student goes through in the workshop will directly or indirectly affect how well he is able 
to perform in the theory paper. 

Impact On Theory Paper 
We created an environment where students could see an impact in learning. We set the 
revision for the mid-year exams from one of the pencil holders done by one of the students. 
Kris, another cheerful student, had her design of the pencil holder that would suit her 
room. There are many teddy bears in her room and as such, she wanted to design one that 
could allow the teddy bear to be 'seated' on her pencil holder. This thought alone 
motivated her to do the project. Since she is in the same age group as the 'client', she came 
up with a very interesting design of a pencil holder in the form of a chair that incorporates 
2 housing joints. The 'play factor' coming from the colour and visual form attracts other 
students to the pencil holder Kris made as shown here: 

Kris 's pencil holder with and without her teddy bear. The teddy bare adds the 
play factor' to the product. We tap on this play factor to set examination 
revision theory questions. 

Knowing that many students are attracted to Kris's simple but attractive pencil holder, we 
tap on this 'play factor' to set meaningful theory questions that would create an impact in 
learning. 
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We wanted to test if the students could still remember the steps taken in drawing a first 
angle orthographic projection in their folios. This is important since it may be asked in the 
'0' level theory question. As such we set the question using Kris's pencil holder design as 
shown: 

Example -Exam Revision Question Using Student's Work 

The following picture shows a simple pencil holder made from Pine Wood 20mm 

thick. The designer has incorporated two housing joints in the design of her pencil 

holder. Each hole is to be drilled has a diameter of lOmm and a depth of 40mm. 

All dimensions 
are in mm 

120 

(a) Draw, to a scale of 1:2, the first angle orthographic projection of the 

pencil holder. Show clearly in your diagram the Front Elevation, End 

Elevation and Plan views of the pencil holder. Hidden details and 

six main dimensions should be included. 

(b) Draw the symbol for the first angle orthographic projection in your diagram. 

On the same approach, a question was set in the Design & Technology mid-year exam 
paper to test students' knowledge on understanding skills learnt in their design folios and 
workshop skills. In this case, we used the design from Mr. Nazir's pencil holder. 
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Example - Exam Question Using Teacher's Work 

Section 2 - Processes 

The drawing in Figure 5 below shows a diagram of a simple pencil holder 

that is made out of Pine wood. 

Figure 5 

(a) Study the drawing and state 3 design specifications a designer would [ 3 ] 

have thought of before sketching the above design. 

(b) Explain with the aid of notes and sketches, how the pencil holder could [12] 

be made, in the workshop, from a piece of Pine wood of dimensions 

300 x 70 x 20 mm. Show your sequential steps in detail. 

(c) Give one reason why a housing joint is chosen for the construction of a [ 2 ] 

pencil holder. 

We found that students were motivated in answering the above two questions, possibly 
because they have gone through a similar design of the pencil holder and as well as the 
'play factor' involved in the designs. 
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Conclusion 
Learning Points & Conclusion 
It is clear that a student who performs well in fabrication of their projects may not 
necessarily perform well in the overall results in the exams. Teachers ought to adopt a 
variety of methods to enhance students' motivation levels in various areas of creative 
problem solving. This would mean constructing playful yet meaningful activities that 
could engage students to be self-driven in coming up with optimal solutions. This could 
include using toys and games as part of creative teaching strategies. Students have to be 
made aware that the design process is important. Students must plan and reflect their 
thoughts and feelings on their portfolios. Many teachers adopt a reverse engineering 
approach to ensure students complete their work on time. Students who go through such a 
method may eventually obtain pass grades (or even good grades) for their artifacts but they 
move into a superficial world in trying to complete their design folios. They create stories 
and possible scenarios for the sake of completing a design folio. The student's creative 
talents can be suppressed in such a process. Their abilities will not be enhanced and the 
only motivation they will get out of it would be to complete their artifacts - be it a good 
product or not. Students who do not go through the divergent process and synthesizing of 
ideas fall short of being able to produce creative results in their problem-solving process. 
They may lack ideas, or even if they do generate ideas, it would display a variation of the 
same idea. Such mindsets tend to be biased on 'already knowing what they want to do'. 
They create a mental block, which does not allow them to see the views of others. These 
students want to complete their design folios quickly without paying much attention of 
what the design process really means - not that they are bothered on how powerful this 
process can offer them when they go out and work in the world outside. Teachers to 
minimize the use of reverse engineering methods of 'aiding' students when they go 
through the problem-solving process. We encourage looking at existing products and 
manipulate with them - allow students to give their comments and change designs of 
existing products to serve a different purpose. Only then are we able to take up the first 
steps into instilling a creative mindset in our students. 

Throughout the course, as the students go along the planning stages, we encouraged them 
to imagine and be wild with their ideas. Students reflect their learning points and explain 
ways of improving their portfolios and artifacts. We asked student's opinions on the 
projects they work on and the design process they study in Design & Technology. Listed 
here are a few interesting quotes from several teachers and students on the design process 
and projects in Design & Technology: 

" ....... the design process would help students when they go out in the working world" 
-Mr. Ridzuan, HOD Science 

" ..... 1 read up in a book that Asian students are not creative. We need to show how 
creative we can be by getting a lot of ideas from our teachers and friends. " 
-Muhammad Fauzee (Secondary 3E3) 

" ..... Cher (teacher), last time I did not like D&T, but now I am beginning to like it!" 
-Falin Atikah (Secondary 3E2) 
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" ... a .. such project allows students to have fun and display their creative talents which can 
be seen!" 
- Mdm. Aini, Science staffofGreenview Secondary School 

" .... !went to MOE Auditorium and found several D&Tartifacts on display. Such artifacts 
are so simple and yet show creative talents of students. We should encourage students to 
make simple but meaningful artifacts ... " 
- Mr. Taujik, Design & Technology Teacher 

" ..... It's great that students are actually learning Physics from their D&T projects! 
Students are having fun and that makes a difference in their motivation" 
-Mr. Jake Tan, Physics Teacher 
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